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   Sensi.vity	requirements		in	spectroscopy	(level	2)	

sensi.vity	 Requirement		 Comment		

R-GC.2.1-1	
	

NISP-S	SNR	@	1.6	
µm	
For		flux	>=	2	10	-16	
erg.cm2.s-1	
For	a	0.5	‘’	object	
size.	

	3.5	 This	is	a	mean	case	for	science		
-should	be	verified	on	all	objects	
-should	be	verified	for	>95	%	pixels	
in	the	field	

R-GC.2.1-2	
	

Completeness		 >45	%		
(goal	65	%)	

	The	completeness	is	the	number	of	
galaxies	for	which	a	redshi\	is	measured,	
divided	by	total	number	of	galaxies	at	the	
flux	limit	specified	by	R-GC.2.1-1	
	

R-GC.2.1-11	
	

Purity		 >	80	%	 The	purity	is		the	number	of	galaxies	that	
sa.sfies	R-GC-1.1-3	(	i.e	σ(z)<0.001(1+z))	
Divided	by	the	number	of	galaxies	that	
Sa.sfied	R-GC.2.1-1	and	R-GC.2.1-2	
*	
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     GOAL 

Verifica.on	of	the	spectroscopic	
requirements	with	straylight	and	
persistence		using	an	E2E	simula.on	
chain	
	
=>compute	SNR,	completness	and	
purity	from		‘realis.c	images’	
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            Performance E2E verification chain 

 Image simulation 

•  Sky 
•  Instrument models 
•  Survey strategy 

•  Reduction 
•  Calibration 
•  Object identification 
•  Spectra extraction 

•  Redshift determination 
•  Spectra combination 
•  Redshift measurement 
•  Redshift reliability 

•  Completeness 
•  Purity 
•  Dn/dz 

Processing 
Analysis 

=> SNR sensitivity analysis =>	completeness	and	purity	

OUSIM	
OUSIR-OUSPE	

OULE3	

VALIDATION	CHAIN	
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E2E Simulation Pipeline  
-TIPS	:	(OUSIM)	(Zoubian	etal.)	
Pixel	image	simulator		
	
Produce	the	16	detector	focal	plan		
Can	add	all	instrumental	effects	
	in	a	modular	way	
	
	
Imodel:	OUSIR-SPE-LE3	(B.Garilli	et	al)		
Prototype	 of	 pipeline	 to	 compute	 redshi\	 and	 reliability,					
completeness	and	purity	on	images.			
-Do	a		full	extrac.on	of	1D	spectra	in	images	using	AXE		
-Do	a	combina.on	of	rolls	taking	dithering	and	gaps	into	account	
-Do	a	blind	search	of	emission	line		
-Evaluate	completness	and	Purity	



   Validation chain 

straylight 

persistence 

Analytic
‘ETC’
SNR

NISP	
configura.on	

TIPS 

Imodel 

Galaxy  
Catalogue 
(ra,dec,z) 

Galaxy  
Catalogue 

(zmeasured, 
reliability) 

All	elements	are	modular	
and	rela.ve	effects	can	be	evaluated	

MDB	

Survey	(zod,stars)		

SNR2D            

Completeness	
Purity	

Completeness	
Purity	(bypass)	



     Method 
1	-	Define	9	representa.ve	poin.ng	(scenarios)		of	the	‘reference	survey’		

Compute	for	each,	the	zodiacal	noise	and		the	star	density		based	on	2mass	
	

2	-	Simulate		pixel	images		for	the	9	scenarios	(TIPS)	
					Use	the		pixel	level	simulator		to	generate	images	with	:	
									-				The	nominal	NISP	configura.on	and	observa.onal	sequence	
									-				The	previous	sky	noise	and	stars	

-  A	noise	model	of	the	telescope	straylight		
-  A	model	of	the	persistence	noise	decay	from	the	detectors		
-  Cosmic	rays	
COMPUTE	SNR	on	images	to	verify	the	compliance	of	each	scenario	
	

3	-	Compute	completeness/purity	for	each		scenario	(IMODEL)		
	-	Add	galaxies	on	each	image	from	a	representa.ve	catalogue		
	-	Do	a	full	processing	of	the	image		with	galaxies	to	1D		spectra		
	-	Do	a	redshi\	evalua.on	and	reliability	

4-				Final	es.ma.on	on	the	mean	reference	survey	
Euclid	France	-	Janvier	2016	



				The	reference	survey	

3

1 24

5

6

8

7

9
•  9	fields	distributed	within	

all	representa.ve	regions	
of	the	reference	survey,	
including	the	borders,	have	
been	selected.		

•  Called	observing	scenarios	
#1-9		

3 1 2 5 4 8 6 7 9

occurence	 Star	count	



Reference  survey maps 



The straylight model (from the system team) 

In-	Field	
-  Noise	around	bright	objects	
-  Very	local	effect		
-  %	to	object	flux	
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Out-of-Field	
-		Flat	diffuse	noise	on	the	FOV	
-		%	to	the	total		star	count				
-		Added	to	the	sky	contribu.on	
	

In Field

Out Field



Reference  survey out of field noise  maps 

Defined	for		the	9	representa.ve	poin.ngs	:		star	density	+	telescope	out	of	field		
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Cosmic ray  model  
-Use	CREME9	(hpps://creme.isde.vanderbilt.edu/])	to	generate	the	primary	spectrum	
	(no	secondaries)	
-	Run	a	simula.on	of	the	number	of	electron	for	the	primary		spectrum	inside		the	H2Rg	
detectors	

Euclid	France	-	Janvier	2016	



 Persistence model 

•  We have used one detector in Euclid specifications to 
fit the persistence on a large range of pixels  and for 
different illuminations and configurations. 

•  We have checked that one modelisation is able to 
reproduce the decay of all the pixels within the 
errors. 

•  We find that a  multi exponential-law model of the 
persistence signal  is well adapted 





•    



Model used for simulation  



 
Zodi light + Dark + Readnoise + star + 
straylight + persistence + cosmic rays 

Source BEST MEAN WORST 
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The NISP observational sequence  

Only		50	%		of	the	objects	have	4	exposures.	
!



       Persistence effect estimations  

Time	in	hours	
Time	in	hours	

Po
ur
ce
nt
ag
e	
of
	p
ix
el
s		

-Simula.on	of	16	full	observa.onal	sequences	
Grism	+	filters	(18	hours)	
-Analyse	2	next	observa.ons	
	
Count	pixel	with	persistence	flux	>	0.1	e-/s		

mean	 worst	
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     Adding all contaminations in the 9 scenarios 

Mean	case	

Best	

m
ean	

w
or
st
	





Imodel  pipeline simulation 

-	Add	galaxies	with	the	same	catalogue	as	in	previous	studies	
-	Add	noise	maps	(=	only	the	poisson	effect)		
-	Run	each	poin.ng	in	the		Imodel	pipeline	
-	Compute	redshi\	,	completeness	and	purity	
	

Total		#	galaxies	of	the	catalogue	

	#	galaxies	of	the	catalogue	with		
Hα	flux	>	2	10-16	e/s/pixel		and		0.9	<	z	<	1.8	
used	to	compute	Purity	(P)	and		
Completeness	(C)	



Completeness/Purity results  with 
Imodel 

BEST	 MEAN	

	WORST	
Only	sky	

+	stars+	out-of-field	+	in	field	

+	persistence	
+	cosmic		



        Final distribution Dn/dz (level 1)  - 

*Need	a	luminosity	func.on	:	based	on	(Pozet	et	al	2015)		



        Summary of the studies 

	-Scenario	5	has	been	found	to	be	the	most	representa.ve	of	the	mean	reference	survey	:	
	-This	scenario		is	compliant	with	the	SNR	requirement	and	the	completeness	
	requirement		

	
	-Purity	is	below	requirement	of	0.8	



 
-  The addition of  straylight noises, inside NISP images, 

results in a relative decrease of the completeness of about 
10-15% and a relative decrease of purity of 5%-10% as 
well. 

-   This nuisance is primarily caused by the Out-of-Field stray 
light contamination that is increasingly growing when the 
star density increases. 

-  Contaminations of NISP by persistence effects (bright 
sources and cosmic rays hits) have a relative impact on 
completeness 2 to 3 times smaller than stray light.  

 
-  Star density is a parameter that directly impacts on NISP 

spectroscopy  

⇒ it should be seriously taken into account during the field 
selection process and survey optimisation. 

Conclusions 




